QUEER BARRIO with WLTI*-AREA

We are a broad queer-feminist alliance, comprising of groups and individuals within a varying political spectrum. What unites us, is that we see queer-feminism and antipatriarchal struggles as a necessity for a liberated society.

At the G20 Summit, we are organising a Queer Barrio with WLTI*-area on the anti-capitalist protest camp

We anticipate the following:
A big communal tent for plena with info point, bar, open space for workshops, open stage and chill out area.
WLTI* protected space with group tents for withdrawal or retreat.
Awareness structures will be presented/available.

Contact:  
Barrio: qfitibarrio@nadir.org  
Bündnis: fmnsm.blackblogs.org

Donations:  
Recipient: „Spenden&Aktionen“  
SWIFT CODE (IBAN): DE29 5139 0000 0092 8818 06  
Purpose: queerfem Bündnis  
(don’t forget to insert)

Come to Barrio! Show those ruling the G20 that a different world is possible!
Anti-patriarchal, anti-capitalistic, mindful and supportive.
We are looking forward to fighting the struggle, engaging in discussions, debating and celebrating with you!